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Mac X OS Headaches: How to Fix common (and Not So Common) Problems in a HurryMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Fast, Effective Relief from Mac OS X Troubles

Diagnose and cure problems for Mac OS X and OS X 10.2 Jaguar

Seeking relief from mouse mishaps or memory malfunctions? Take the cure and achieve peak performance with Mac OS X and OS X 10.2 Jaguar. In this valuable resource, Mac guru and best-selling author Curt Simmons covers...
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Ethernet in the First MileMcGraw-Hill, 2005
IEEE standard 802.3, Ethernet in the First Mile (EFM), approved this July, standardizes broadband Ethernet, allowing service providers to focus on providing critical broadband services without worrying about interoperability conflicts. This book will annotate and explain the dense language of the standard document, taking particular care how to...
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Process/Industrial Instruments and Controls Handbook, 5th EditionMcGraw-Hill, 1999
The latest methods for increasing process efficiency, production rate, and quality.  Award-winning editor Greg McMillan has loaded Process/Industrial Instruments and Controls Handbook, Fifth Edition, with advice from top technical experts to help you tackle process instrument and control assignments confidently and solve problems efficiently. This...
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Xml Complete (Mcgraw Hill Complete Series)McGraw-Hill, 1997
Welcome to XML programming! In this book we're going to take a guided tour of what XML has to offer[md]we'll see it all, from the basics of XML to the advanced topics, from creating our own XML documents to using XML stylesheets, from creating XML links to creating XML browsers.

HTML is like Latin-a language that soon won't be spoken...
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Electronic Circuits for the Evil GeniusMcGraw-Hill, 2004
FROM CIRCUIT FAINT HEART TO CIRCUIT LION HEART IN 57 EASY AND FUN LESSONS  

  Featuring everything an electronics hobbyist could want to learn about circuits and circuit design, Dave Cutcher's Electronic Circuits for the Evil Genius makes it fun to achieve genuine mastery, one simple lesson at a time. What's...
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Handbook of Optics, Third Edition Volume V: Atmospheric Optics, Modulators, Fiber Optics, X-Ray and Neutron OpticsMcGraw-Hill, 2009
The most comprehensive and up-to-date optics resource available

Prepared under the auspices of the Optical Society of America, the five carefully architected and cross-referenced volumes of the Handbook of Optics, Third Edition, contain everything a student, scientist, or engineer requires to actively work in the field. From the...
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Oracle Enterprise Manager 10g Grid Control Handbook (Osborne ORACLE Press Series)McGraw-Hill, 2010

	Let’s just look it right in the eye and call it out. We in the IT industries have been barraged with the buzzwords over and over again since we rolled into the new millennium: the transition to utility computing, or grid computing, or cloud computing (depending on the source/exact month/position of the stars in the sky). We’ve...
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Harley Hahn's Guide to Unix and LinuxMcGraw-Hill, 2008

	The objective of AutoCAD 2010 Instructor is to provide you the best possible printed medium for learning
	AutoCAD, whether you are a professional or student learning AutoCAD on your own or whether you
	are attending an instructor-led course.


	"Harley Hahn's Guide to Unix and Linux" is a modern, comprehensive text for...
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Local Area High Speed Networks (MTP)Sams Publishing, 2000
There is a great deal of change happening in the technology being used for local networks.  As Web intranets have driven bandwidth needs through the ceiling, inexpensive Ethernet NICs and switches have come into the market.  As a result, many network professionals are interested in evaluating these new technologies for implementation consideration....
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Beautiful Code: Leading Programmers Explain How They Think (Theory in Practice)O'Reilly, 2007
How do the experts solve difficult problems in software development? In this unique and insightful book, leading computer scientists offer case studies that reveal how they found unusual, carefully designed solutions to high-profile projects. You will be able to look over the shoulder of major coding and design experts to see problems through their...
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Principles & Practice of Pain ManagementMcGraw-Hill, 2004
The best textbook on pain management! This comprehensive resource covers every aspect of diagnosing and treating specific pain conditions and syndromes.  Features a concise introduction to basic concepts in pain management, plus an expanded section on evaluation and assessment techniques.     

       Harvard Medical...
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Handbook of Optics, Third Edition Volume IV: Optical Properties of Materials, Nonlinear Optics, Quantum Optics (set)McGraw-Hill, 2009
The most comprehensive and up-to-date optics resource available

Prepared under the auspices of the Optical Society of America, the five carefully architected and cross-referenced volumes of the Handbook of Optics, Third Edition, contain everything a student, scientist, or engineer requires to actively work in the field. From the...
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